
Annexure:B

REVISEDQUALITATIVE REQUIREMENT FOR MULTI ZONE DOOR FRAME METAL
DETECTOR

SINo Revised QRs of MZDFMD
1 Detection:-

i. The system should be capable of detecting ferrous, non-ferrous
and alloy metals concealed in the body of a person when passed
through the archway.

ii. Uniform detection from top to bottom is required.
iii. Should be able to detect multiple metal objects of various weight,

size and shape in all the zones simultaneously from head to toe.
2 Passage Dimension:-

Height - Min200cm
Breadth -M in72cm
Width -Min 57cm

3 Speed of Passage:-
Performance of the DFMD should be independent of the speed of person
passing through. This is particularly important as a person's foot may
swing through the archway without touching the ground, or may come to
rest on the ground between the archway pillars.

4 Weight:- 80 Kg maximum
5 Power Supply:-

100-260 VAC, 50 -60 Hz, 12-24 VDC, should be provided with internal
battery backup for 6 hours minimum in operational condition.

6 Alarm indication:-
(i) There should be Acoustic and Optical alarm with alphanumeric

display, height on person bar display (Metal locator) and low
battery indication.

(ii) There should be a provision for suitable setting for adjustment
of volume of the audible alarm to overcome the ambient noise
present in the vicinity.

7 Sensitivity:-
DFMD should have multi-zone capability with uniform sensitivity in all
zones.

8 Zones:- Not less than eight real horizontal detection zones, covering full
height of the equipment.

9 Calibration:- DFMD shall have inbuilt feature of both manual and
automatic calibration.

10 Security:-
i. There should be a provision to secure the access to the control

unit by a password protected alpha numeric keypad.
ii. DFMD should reset itself within 3Sec after alarm condition.

ii i. Unit should have traffic and alarm counter. The equipment should
work in bidirectional mode.



11 Other Features:-
i. High discrimination between small masses and personal metallic

objects.
ii. Automatic synchronization for DFMDs located close to each other

up to a distance of one feet side by side.
12 Static Metal Compensation:-

DFMD installed closed to fixed sheet or pieces of metal, which from part
of the building or its fittings. The DFMD should compensate for the
presence of such metal and its performance should not be degraded by
the presence of metal as stated above.

13 Health and Safety:-
i. Magnetic field should be harmless to magnetic media, electronic

devices and should be film safe, (Supplier shall submit test
certificates from national! international accredited lab).

ii. Operation of DFMD shall not be affected by infrared, ultraviolet,
electromagnetic or RF radiation. Offered equipment shall comply
with CE or equivalent safetyf immunity standard (Supplier shall
submit test certificates from national/ international accredited
lab).

iii. DFMD should be harmless to pacemaker and pregnant woman
(Supplier shall submit test certificates from national/international
accredited lab as per ICNIRPguidelines).

14 Interference rejection:-
i. Interference, which is 'mains-borne' or radiated by an external

source, should not cause the DFMD to raise the alarm spuriously.
It should be possible to use equipment such as radio, portable
telephone, walkie- talkie sets, X-ray monitors etc. at a distance of
one mtr from the archway without causing spurious alarms.

ii. Moving metal beyond one mtr from DFMD should not affect
performance of the DFMD. It should be possible to move metallic
items like trolleys, metallic gate opening! closing one mtr away
from the DFMD without the generation of false alarm.

15 Operating Temperature:-
DFMD shall work satisfactorily without any deterioration in performance
within the temperature range of -20 to +550 C, RH up to 90% non
condensing.

16 Accessoriesto provide:-
i. Operating manual for the user.
ii. Standard Test Piece (STP)for testing of equipment to be provided

by the supplier with each equipment.
Optional

i. Should have a ruggedized polypropylene shock proof
container for safe transportation of product compliant to IP-65
and Latest Mil std. (As per requirement of the Indentor fUser).

--- ---------------------------- ----



TRIAL DIRECTIVE FOR MULTI ZONE DOOR FRAME METAL DETECTOR (MZDFMD)

Specification Procedure suggested for trial for
Board of Officers

Result expectedl
desired

Compliedl
Complaint

1 Detection:-
i. The system should be capable

of detecting ferrous, non-
ferrous and alloy metals
concealed in the body of a
person when passed through
the archway.

ii. Uniform detection from top to
bottom is required.

iii. Should be able to detect
multiple metal objects of
various weight, size and shape
in all the zones simultaneously
from head to toe.

To be physically checked by the BOO by
passing ferrous/ non ferrous and alloy
metals concealed in the body of a
person, trough the archway of DFMD
and simultaneously checking all the
points with reference QRsPara (i)- (ii)

In all three
parameters
equipment should be
able to detect ferrous
/non ferrous metal
accordingly.

2

3

PassageDimension:-
Height - Min200cm
Breadth -Min72cm
Width -Min 57cm
Speed of Passage:-
Performance of the DFMD should be
independent of the speed of person
passing through. This is particularly
important as a person's foot may swing
through the archway without touching
the ground, or may come to rest on the
ground between the archway pillars.

To be physically checked by the BOO by I Result should be per
measuring instrument. the ~imension given

in Para-2

To be physically checked by the BOOby
making a person cross the archway at
varying speed.

A Person with the
metallic object when
pas~ing through the
DFtD archway,
eo ment must
g~ ..rate acoustic and
visual alarm.



4 Weight:- 80 Kgmaximum To be physically checked by the BOO I Result should be as
with the help of standard weighing per para-4
machine.

5

6

7

Alarm indication:-
i. There should be Acoustic I To be physically checked by the BOOs.

and Optical alarm with
alphanumeric display, height
on person bar display (Metal
locator) and low battery
indication.
There should be a provision
for suitable setting for
adjustment of volume of the
audible alarm to overcome
the ambient noise present in
the vicinity.

Power Supply:-
100-260 VAC, 50 -60 Hz, 12-24 VDC,
should be provided with internal
battery backup for 6 hours minimum in
operational condition.

ii.

Sensitivity:- DFMD should have multi-
zone capability with uniform sensitivity
in all zones.

Apply variable input of AC mains supply
from 100 to 260 volt to the equipment
and check the performance of the
DFMD.
Check the DFMD for the operation on
battery and power backup in operational
condition. Note down the continuous
back up time from battery.

To be physically checked by the BOO by
concealing a metal object on different
parts of the body of a person and passing
through archway. The firm should
submit assurancecertificate in respect of
QRsPara7

The equipment must
work on 100 to 260
volt AC mains supply
and have battery
backup of 6 hours in
operational mode.

To be verified the
BOOs.

BOOshould physically
check multi zone
ca",bility and the
certificate provided
by the firm.



.:

8

9

10

11

Zones:- Not less than eight real
horizontal detection zones, covering
full height of the equipment.

Calibration:- DFMD shall have inbuilt
feature of both manual and automatic
calibration.

Security:-
1)There should be a provision to secure
the access to the control unit by a
password protected alpha numeric
keypad.
2) DFMD should reset itself within 3Sec
after alarm condition.
3)Unit should have traffic and alarm
counter. The equipment should work in
bidirectional mode.

Other Features:-
1) High discrimination between small
massesand personal metallic objects.
2) Automatic synchronization for
DFMDs located close to each other up
to a distance of one feet side by side.

To be physically checked by the BOO
after passing a metallic item in all the
zones independently and every zone
should have proper indication (acoustic
and visual) of the metal concealed in the
body of a person.
To be physically checked by the BOO by
passingvarious size of metals trough the
archway and the DFMD should be
capable to detect small and big size
metals independent of their mass.While
checking the calibration of DFMD its
sensitivity adjustment should not be
required repeatedly.

To be physically checked by the BOO
with reference to parameters (i) to (iii).

The equipment must
comply with the QRs
Para8.

BOO should physically
check.

Resultexpected as
per QRsPara10 (i) to
(iii).

To be physically checked by the BOO I Result expected as
with reference to parameters (i) to (ii). per QRsPara 11 (i) to

(ii).



12

13

Static Metal Compensation:-
DFMD installed closed to fixed sheet or I To be physicallychecked by the BOO
pieces of metal, which from part of the
building or its fittings. The DFMD
should compensate for the presence of
such metal and its performance should
not be degraded by the presence of
metal asstated above.

Health and Safety:-
1) Magnetic field should be harmless to BOO will obtain a certificate from the
magnetic media, electronic devices and supplier as specified at QRs parameters
should be film safe, (Supplier shall 13 (i) to (iii).
submit test certificates from national/
international accredited lab).
2) Operation of DFMD shall not be
affected by infrared, ultraviolet,
electromagnetic or RF radiation.
Offered equipment shall comply with
CE or equivalent safety/ immunity
standard (Supplier shall submit test
certificates from national/ international
accredited lab).
3) DFMD should be harmless to
pacemaker and pregnant woman
(Supplier shall submit test certificates
from national/international accredited
lab as per ICNIRPguidelines).

Result expected as
per QRsPara12.

National /
International
accredited lab
certificate must
confirm the same as
mentioned at QRs
Para 13 (i) to (iii). In
case of doubt, the
veracity of the
certificate may be
verified from the
concerned lab.



14 I Interference rejection:-
1)lnterierence, which is 'mains-borne' To be physically checked by the BOO as Result expected as
or radiated by an external source, specified at QRs 14 parameters from (i) per QRs Para 14 (i) &
should not cause the DFMD to raise the to (ii). (ii).
alarm spuriously. It should be possible
to use equipment such as radio,
portable telephone, walkie- talkie
sets, X-ray monitors etc. at a distance
of one mtr from the archway without
causing spurious alarms.
2)Moving metal beyond one mtr from
DFMD should not affect performance
of the DFMD. It should be possible to
move metallic items like trolleys,
metallic gate opening/ closing one mtr
away from the DFMD without the
generation of false alarm.

15 Operating Temperature:-
DFMD shall work satisfactorily without
any deterioration in performance
within the temperature range of -20 to
+550 C, RH up to 90% non condensing.

The firm should submit National
/International accredited lab certificate
in respect of Operating temperature and
RH.

National/International
accredited lab
certificate must
confirm the same. In
case of doubt, the
veracity of the
certificate may be
verified from the
concerned lab.
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16 Accessories to provide:-
1) Operating manual for the user.
2) Standard Test Piece (STP)for testing
of equipment to be provided by the
supplier with each equipment.
Optional
1) Should have a ruggedized
polypropylene shock proof container for
safe transportation of product compliant
to IP-65 and latest Mil std. (As per
requirement of the Indentor !User).

BOO: Board of Officer$

To be physically checked by the I BOOshould physically check.
BOO


